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CHEMICAL KINETICS REVIEW

Reaction Rates and Stoichiometry
D[ ]
(The rate is negative for reactant loss and positive for appearance)
Rate of Reaction =
Dt
Instantaneous Rate:
Rate at a specific point in time. Tangent to a rate curve.
Initial Rate: Instantaneous rate at t=0.

†

Stoichiometry:
2A æ
æÆ 3B + 5C
Rate = -
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Reaction Conditions and Rate
1 Nature of Reactants
2
3
4

Concentration of Reactants
Temperature
Catalysts

Solids ‡ Rate depends on surface area
Gases ‡ Most reactive
Liquids ‡ Less reactive than gases
Concentration µ Rate
Temperature µ Rate
Accelerate rate by decreasing activation energy.

†
Further Catalysis:
† the energy pathway from reactants to products and form different
Chemical Catalysts: lower
activated complexes. There are more effective collisions because more molecules will have the
necessary Activation Energy (The activation energy is lowered). This is expressed by the
equation Rate = Ae

†
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. If EA is lowered, the rate must increase.

Catalysts do not affect all reactions.
Autocatalysis: Reaction product is a catalyst.
Promoter: Species increasing catalyst’s power.
Inhibitor: Species decreasing catalyst’s power (Preservatives)
Enzyme: Catalyst in living things (Enable a substrate that must fit into an active site)
Surface catalyst: attracts reactants and keeps them close to surface for reaction.
Homogenous Catalyst: Same state as reactants (ex: NO2)
Heterogenous Catalyst: Different physical state (compared to reactants). Work through
adsorbtion. An example of heterogenous catalysis is the Haber Process, which uses iron
æÆ 2NH 3(g ) .
to catalyze the reaction N 2(g ) + 3H 2(g ) æ

†
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Collision Theory:
Collisions
• Rate µ
Time
• Effective Collision: Collision that produces an actual reaction (Small number of
effective collisions compared to total number of collisions)
• Why?
†
i. Steric Factor: Correct orientation needed for reaction.
ii. Energy Factor: A certain amount of energy is needed to break bonds.
• Nature of Reactants: How fall will a species give up electrons.
• Surface Area: More surface area, more collisions, more effective collisions.
1
• Concentration: Rate µ Concentration fi
µ Concentration
Time
• Greater Concentration ‡ More collisions ‡ More effective collisions
• It follows that increasing pressure increases the rate: Increasing the pressure
pushes molecules together ‡ More frequent collisions ‡ React more rapidly.
†
• Temperature: More of reactants have sufficient energy to react (EA) ‡ (Maxwell
Boltsmann Curve)
• Light: Will increase rate of reaction.
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Activation Energy:
• Energy needed to reach an activated complex
• Activated Complex: Intermediate state formed during a reaction.

Reaction Mechanism:
• Definite sequence of bond-making and bond-breaking steps in a reaction.
• Elementary step: each step in mechanism.
• Unimolecular, bimolecular: Number of molecules in a certain step.
• Rate Determining Step: One step in a reaction that is slower than all other. It will
determine the overall rate of reaction.
• Intermediate: Species involved in a reaction mechanism; does not appear in the “overall
reaction.”
eggs:
xA + yB æSlow
æ
æÆ zC
x

y

Rate = k [ A] [ B] [C ]

z

Arrhenius Equations
-E A
RT

• † Arrhenius Equation: k = e
• e is the base of all natural logs
• EA is the activation energy of the reaction
• R is the moral gas constant (8.3143)
†
• T is the absolute temperature (in Kelvin)
• From this equation, a graph may be drawn to determine the activation energy and the
value of A.
E
• Taking the natural logs of both sides of the equation gives: ln k = ln A - A ,
RT
which is in the form y=mx+b. (This formula is already in the data book)
• A is the antilog of the y-intercept.
• EA can be determined from the slope.
†
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Rate Graphs
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Fill in the Blank Questions
Questions:
1. The rate of a reaction is expressed as the change in concentration of a reactant or product
per unit of _______.
2. ______ of Chemical Reactions can be affected by several factors.
3. A substance that reduces a reaction rate is called a ________ catalyst or inhibitor.
4. The rate law for a reaction (can, cannot) be determined from the balanced chemical
equation for a reaction.
5. If a plot of [A] versus time gives a straight line, then the reaction is _____ order in A, the
slope of the line is –k and the y-intercept is [A]o.
6. If a plot of ln[A] versus time gives a straight line, then the reaction is _____ order in A,
the slope of the line is –k and the y-intercept is ln[A]o.
7. The most common type of elementary reaction involves the collision of two molecules,
ions or atoms. Such a reaction is called a _____________ reaction.
8. A _______________ catalyst is one that is in the same physical state as the reactants.
9. A catalyst has no effect on the net _______ change in a reaction.
Answers
1. Time
2. Rates
3. Negative
4. Cannot
5. 0
6. 1
7. Bimolecular
8. Homongenous
9. Energy
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Past IB Exam Questions
(Questions with answers)

The order with respect to A is 2.

The order with respect to B is 1.

Rate=k [A]2 [B]1

2

Rate = k [ A] [ B]
2

0.5mol dm-3 hr-1 = k [0.2mol dm-3 ] [0.2mol dm-3 ]
k = 62.5 mol-2 dm 6 hr-1

†
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